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photograph of a gold plate with inscriptions found in peru currently
on display in the showcases of the joseph smith memorial building BYU
by courtesy of paul R cheesman director of the institute of book of
mormon projects brigham young university the authenticity of the plate
and inscriptions is being studied
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the

opinions and statements expressed by contributors to
brigham young university studies are their own and do not
bigham
br igham
necessarily reflect the views of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints brigham young university the editor or
editorial board
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foreword
when the first presidency recently called me

to serve as

church historian they counseled in partial explanation that
the resources and techniques of genealogical research should be
closely aligned with those of historical research this counsel
reflects a concern for correlation of agencies programs institutions not to abandon the values of specialization but to
enable these to be pooled cooperatively to serve larger long
range purposes

the world

conference on records sponsored in 1969 by
the genealogical society of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints has done much to alert experts throughout
the united states and abroad to the resources motivations
and ever improving technology that stand behind mormon
collections of genealogical and historical data one result is a
new regard and a new sense of mutual helpfulness in the huge
task of retrieval and record maintenance
we commend the interdepartmental and interuniversity
inter university
efforts of the institute of mormon studies and mark the results of another year of research some of which appears in
this issue of BYU studies institute researchers working in
ahls
this
ers as well as with our
close cooperation with our microfilmers
microfilm
church historian office staff have deepened the store of
creditable data on mormon origins early leaders and the new
york period drawing together a variety of disciplines including archaeology and historiography at the whitmer home
they have assisted in discovering relating and weighing such
findings
we commend all those who are contributing to or who may
yet contribute to these efforts we encourage their continuance
and intensification and pledge our cooperation in the more
effective gathering and use of the past that is always the
prologue of the destiny of mankind

howard W hunter
church historian
251
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